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Radiophobia as a phenomenon of the individual's behaviour, as well as of the human communities
dates from the time when the atomic energy became a subject of a permanent interest and attention. In
the Central and Eastern European Countries, in particular in Bulgaria, it is identified most of all with
the changes towards the dernocratisation of the society. In general the subject has very wide
dimensions in the social-political transition stage - from the pragmatic and realistic perception to the
phobia spirits and negative adjustments. During the last decade the thematic fell under a strong
political influence, which the public assessment in these countries even more contradictory and
emotionally overloaded, and often "resistant" to the rational justifications and explanations. After the
period when most of the problems were "taboo" and on the atomic energy matters was said either
good or nothing, this type of public attitude was something normal and expected. That is why we
cannot neglect the fact that the Bulgarian mass consciousness and its structured shape - public
opinion, had incomplete and fragmented idea of "What is a Nuclear Power Plant and Atomic Energy".
Moreover, the Chernobyl tragedy radically readjusted public attitude towards nuclear power plants in
countries like Bulgaria. However, it has not been possible not to notice also the defined stage and
manipulation effects during the last years. Here the essential role was played by the media and the
Eco-movements. For a certain period of time the public opinion was oriented not in the direction of
solving the problems, but towards maintaining social tension. For example the Bulgarian Eco-
movements, which expressed mainly political spirits, demonstrated a compilative and premeditated
approach towards the nuclear energy problems. To a less but not negligible extent this concerns the
media too. When countries like the United States of America, Japan or France start solving atomic
energy issues they do this from the position of their high social and living standard level. In Bulgaria
up to now such strategy has not been applicable. The insufficient, partial information on the
background, rganisation principles, safety culture and social importance of the NPP, including the
possibility of manipulation, points to the elementary concept of the atomic energy. For example, while
the experts put the risk arising from the use of atomic energy on the 20th place, a significant part of
the public classifies it on the first place. And on the contrary - if the experts consider the X-ray
equipment as the 7th of the most dangerous technical phenomena, the general public put it as far as
the 22n' place. According to the American journal "Nuclear Industry" (No. 4 of 1994) people in
general think that the disposed radioactive waste is disseminated through the air, the population
inhalates it and gets cancer. It is not clear for the majority that the storage of radioactive waste was a
problem solved from the technological point of view a long time ago. Often the media uses this fact
by deliberately attacking the "blank spaces" in the human knowledge. The sensations of the "bad
news is good news" style could hit the target, especially is they are coordinated with defined internal
(or imported) political attitude at the right time and place. For example, based on this principle an
absurd for many specialists concept was developed that the Bulgarian NPP could become a second
Chernobyl was developed and is. In the spring of 1998 some European newspapers without having
any data on that matter announced again that the Kozloduy NPP is on the edge of a major accident.
The English even artistically described how the holes were filled in with nylon, so the killing
radiation would not permeate. On 30th May 1998 the British WTN broadcast through the
international exchange a two-minute film on an accident at the Koz1oduy NPP. From the background
that presented the Bulgarian NPP and a machine for making pills (which can be filmed at every
pharmaceutical plant) the viewer understood that the situation was critical and that was why iodine
pills were distributed in the neighbouring country of Romania as a preventive measure against the
"permeating" radiation. It is interesting to point out that at that moment there was nothing that could
specifically break the "news". (As it was written in the Bulgarian newspapers the next day, there had
not been any incidents at the NPP and everything had been normal). The WTN "material" was
broadcast on the Bulgarian national television during the main information bulletin at 8.00 p.m. on the
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30th May 1998. The additional comments to the material made by the Manager of the NPP disproved
the false assertion. On the 3 st May 1998 the Bulgarian Nuclear Safety Authority - the Committee on
the Use of Atomic Energy for Peaceful Purposes (CUAEPP) made an official request to its Romanian
colleagues. The Romanian Regulatory Body on the Nuclear Safety stated that there was no panic in
the country caused by radiation and even there were no data on emergency situation. Change of the
background radiation was not detected at the border regions near the Danube river, the Kozloduy
town and on the Bulgarian and Romanian territories. The backtrail investigation showed the
following: The pictures shown were from the archives They were taken at the Kozloduy NPP in 1995
(!) (during the sampling of the templates from the unit core metal). The "illustration" concerning the
neighbouring country - Romania dates since the commissioning of the Chema voda NPP, i.e. two
years ago. (As it is known the preparedness for iodine prophylactics is mandatory to be performed in
accordance with the approved requirements of the emergency plan). "The TV material" obviously
aimed at a manipulation effect. The official statements of the competent authorities remained on a
second place. Its purpose was to argue publicly, in front of the population, the regular attempt for
attacking the Bulgarian nuclear energy without knowing the truth about it. And this was done by the
specialised bodies, as the Bulgarian media presented their statement. The Experts point out that in the
near future it is impossible to overcome completely the negative attitude and phobia in the human
consciousness against the nuclear energy. However, the activities against the direct criticism and
objection, of the deliberate manipulation and spontaneous emotional reactions will be reduced to
limits which can be overcome in a civilised way based on a competent dialogue.
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